
A truss bridge is composed of sticks (officially called members) that are typically arranged in 
triangular shapes. These shapes are used to create the bridge’s sides; both bridge sides are the same 
size and shape. Bridge members also connect the bridge sides, creating a roadbed and stabilizing the 
bridge structure.

LET’S MAKE

2 Skill Sticks 

Not included: ruler, transparent or masking tape, and flat piece of cardboard (at least 12" x 15")
Waxed paper White glue   

Gather Your SuppliesGather Your Supplies
Let’s get started making our bridge!

25 craft sticks  



 Step 2 
Locate two craft sticks and lay them 3-1/2" apart, with the long side of each stick next to the top line.

 Step 3 
Place a drop of glue at the end of each craft stick as indicated by red dots. 

 Step 4 
Place another craft stick on top of the two drops of glue to connect the first two craft sticks.

 Step 5 
Locate two more craft sticks and form the first triangle. Place dots of glue on the ends of the sticks 
where they will be connected. Glue them in place.

 Step 1 
On the cardboard, draw two parallel 
lines 14" long and about 6" apart. 
Tape a piece of waxed paper over 
the cardboard. The waxed paper 
will keep the glue from sticking to 
the cardboard.
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 Step 7 
Locate two more craft sticks to form a triangle between the other two. Place dots of glue on the ends of 
the sticks where they will be connected. Glue them in place.

 Step 8 
Using two more craft sticks, connect the tops of the three triangles. Place dots of glue on the ends of the 
sticks where they will be connected. Glue them in place. You have completed one side of your bridge!

 Step 6 
Using two more craft sticks, form a triangle at the other end. Place dots of glue on the ends of the 
sticks where they will be connected. Glue them in place. 



 Step 12 
Locate the two Skill Sticks (they have 
notches). Snap one of them onto one 
end of the tops of both bridge sides so 
that the bridge sides stand straight up. 
Use the notches that are close to the end 
of the Skill Stick.

 Step 13 
Snap the second Skill Stick onto the other 
end of the tops of both bridge sides. Place 
the bridge upright on the cardboard. 

 Step 9 
Repeat Steps 2-8 to build a second bridge side at the bottom line on your cardboard. 

 Step 10 
Let both sides dry for at least one hour and then carefully lift each bridge side from the waxed paper.

 Step 11 
Check all the joints to be sure they are all glued tight. If any sticks are loose, add a drop of glue to the 
joint and let it dry for another hour.

 Step 14 
Adjust the sides in or out at the bottom so 
that the bridge sides are straight up and 
down. If the sides will not stay in place, 
tape the bottoms of the bridge sides to the 
right locations on the cardboard.



 Step 18 
Cut out a piece of 4" x 13" cardboard and 
lay it across the roadbed sticks.

 Step 19 
Congratulations! You have just built a truss bridge.

 Step 17 
Allow the glue to dry for one hour, and then remove the Skill Sticks from the top of the bridge.

 Step 16 
Glue three craft sticks across the tops of the 
bridge sides at the tops of the triangles. 

 Step 15 
Locate six craft sticks and place a dot of 
glue on them at each end. Lay each one 
flat across the bridge sides so that the glue 
ends of the sticks are touching the bridge 
sides. These sticks will form support for the 
roadbed. 


